
EFFECTOS OF 1905 REVOLUTION ON RUSSIAN

Following the Revolution of , the Tsar made last attempts to save his regime, and offered reforms similar to most rulers
when.

Although this piece of legislation had brought an end to serfdom, peasants still remained tied to the village
commune mir and were angry at the redemption payments they were expected to pay in return for the land
they had received. The government responded by closing all legal organizations by the end of  Arguably, the
most significant short-term cause of the Revolution was Bloody Sunday. Employers were prohibited from
charging workers for the cost of lighting of the shops and plants. War and military preparations continued to
consume government revenues. As the Duma was only a consultative body, many Russians felt that this
reform did not go far enough. Unlike other minority nationalities, the Poles, in the eyes of the Tsar, were a
direct threat to the empire's stability. Petersburg soviet. The Russian government felt that the unification of
Germany would upset the power balance among the great powers of Europe and that Germany would use its
strength against Russia. By the beginning of the government had regained control of the Trans-Siberian
Railroad and of the army, and the revolution was essentially over. However, Congress split into two parties:
the Bolsheviks the majority and the Mensheviks the minority. After the rebellion was crushed, the government
implemented policies to reduce Polish cultural influences. But some moderates were satisfied, and many
workers, interpreting the October Manifesto as a victory, returned to their jobs. Many socialists view this as a
period when the rising revolutionary movement was met with rising reactionary movements. Students were
called upon to extend their freedoms into society, to repay the privilege of learning by serving the people, and
to become in Nikolai Ogarev's phrase 'apostles of knowledge'. Petersburg, which led to a two-year closure of
the university. Therefore, the curriculum was "toughened up" to emphasize classical language and
mathematics in secondary schools, but defiance continued. Workers had to be paid in cash at least once a
month, and limits were placed on the size and bases of fines for workers who were tardy. The main
disagreements revolved around party membership, with the Mensheviks arguing for a broad-based
membership resultingâ€¦. The new concentrations and flows of peasants spread urban ideas to the countryside,
breaking down isolation of peasants on communes. The "peasant worker" saw his labour in the factory as the
means to consolidate his family's economic position in the village and played a role in determining the social
consciousness of the urban proletariat. This setback aggravated social unrest during the five years preceding
the revolution of  Newly emancipated peasants earned too little and were not allowed to sell or mortgage their
allotted land. In the autumn of , liberals started a series of banquets celebrating the 40th anniversary of the
liberal court statutes and calling for political reforms and a constitution. Others were still subject to arbitrary
and excessive fines for tardiness, mistakes in their work, or absence. A long term consequence of the Russian
revolution was the revision of the fundamental laws which transformed the Related Documents Essay The
Russian Revolution Of At the Second Congress of the Russian Democratic Labor Party, it was agreed upon
that Russia was in need of a revolution as the workers and peasants of the country were becoming dissatisfied
with the Czar and the government. The â€¦show more contentâ€¦ It had been hoped that the war would lead to
a growth in national pride and support for the Tsarist regime but Russia underestimated the Japanese forces
and the difficulties in organising their own forces. The manifesto was issued by Tsar Nicholas II The October
Manifesto addressed the unrest throughout the Russian Empire and pledged to grant basic civil liberties,
including personal immunity; and freedom of assembly, association, press, religion, and speech. Their anger
was shown during the peasant disturbances of  Nicholas responded in February by announcing his intention to
establish an elected assembly to advise the government. The magnitude of the strike finally convinced
Nicholas to act. On 22 January a crowd of unarmed demonstrators led by a priest called Father Gapon
gathered outside the Winter Palace in St. This all set the stage for the strikes in St. Non-Russian cultures were
tolerated in the empire but were not necessarily respected. He also made Witte president of the new Council of
Ministers i. Agrarian problem[ edit ] Every year, thousands of nobles in debt mortgaged their estates to the
noble land bank or sold them to municipalities, merchants, or peasants. His policies included heavy
government expenditures for railroad building and operations, subsidies and supporting services for private
industrialists, high protective tariffs for Russian industries especially heavy industry , an increase in exports,
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currency stabilization, and encouragement of foreign investments. The crucial demand of representative
national legislature was missing in the manifesto. Finally, radical ideas fomented and spread after a relaxing of
discipline in universities allowed a new consciousness to grow among students. In some areas the rebellion
was met by violent opposition from the antirevolutionary Black Hundreds , who attacked the socialists and
staged pogroms against the Jews. Taken individually, these issues might not have affected the course of
Russian history, but together they created the conditions for a potential revolution. Prosecution records from
the s and s show that more than half of all political offences were committed by students despite being a
minute proportion of the population. Employees were restive: they would join legal organizations but turn the
organizations toward an end that the organizations' sponsors did not intend. Nineteenth-century Russians saw
cultures and religions in a clear hierarchy.


